The Lunar orbiter is expected to be inserted into a~300km low Earth orbit using Korea Space Launch Vehicle-Ⅱ(KSLV-Ⅱ). After the states are successfully determined with obtained tracking data, the Trans Lunar Injection(TLI) burn has to be done at appropriate epoch to send the lunar orbiter to the Moon. In this study, we describe in detail the mission scenario of the Korean lunar orbiter from the launch at NARO Space Center to lunar orbit insertion(LOI) stage following direct transfer trajectory. We investigate the launch window including launch azimuth, delta-V profile according to TLI and LOI burn positions. We also depict the visibility conditions of ground stations and solar eclipse duration to understand the characteristics of the direct transfer trajectory. This paper can be also helpful not only for overall understanding of  trend by changing TOF and coasting time but for selecting launch epoch and control parameters to decrease fuel consumption.

